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Table Runner and Placemats by Cyndi Hershey
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Featuring fabrics from 
Fresh Country collection by Sandy Lynam Clough for P&B Textiles

Fresh Country

Table
Runner is

Reversible!
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Cutting Instructions:
Please read all instructions carefully before beginning. Strips are  
cut across the width of fabric (perpendicular to the selvages) unless 
otherwise stated. All seams are sewn with a 1/4" seam unless other-
wise stated. 

From Fabric A:
1.  Cut one 4 1/2" strip, placing motifs as you desire. Trim off 

selvedges.
From Fabric B:
1.   Cut four stripe repeats on the length of the fabric (parallel to 

the selvages). These should be approximately 8" wide. Cut 
each repeat into two pieces: one 63" long and remainder 
(approximately 27").

From Fabric C:
1.   Cut one 4 1/2" strip, placing motifs as you desire. Trim off 

selvedges. This needs to be the same size as Fabric A.
From Fabric D:
1.   Cut five 2 1/2" strips for binding.

Fabric collection by Sandy Lynam Clough for P&B Textiles
Table Runner & Placemat design by Cyndi Hershey

Skill level: Confident Beginner  •  Finished Table Runner Size: approximately 20" x 58"
Finished Placemat Size: approximately 14" x 20"

Fresh Country

Piecing Instructions:  
1.  Sew a 27" B stripe to both ends of the 4 1/2" A strip, 

 centering pieces to each other. The stripe will extend a  
lot at both ends. Sew stripe to center beginning and ending 
a generous 1/4" from edge of center.  Be sure that stripe 
is facing in the correct direction. Press toward the stripe. 
Repeat for top/bottom of center using the 63" B stripes  
but press toward the center.

2.  Close corners with mitered seams. Border seams should 
nest together. Trim corner seam to 1/2" and press open.

3.  Repeat steps 1 and 2 using (C) 4 1/2" strip.  

Table Runner Assembly & Finishing:
NOTE:  Cyndi finishes this type of runner in the following man-

ner. Feel free to use your own method if you prefer.
1.  Place a piece of thin batting such as cotton the same size 

as the runners. Layer together and pin well.
2.  Quilt as desired.  Slightly trim edges of runner, if necessary.
3.  Sew the 2 1/2" D binding strips together with diagonal 

seams. Press seams open. Press binding in half length-
wise, wrong sides together, to create double-fold binding.  
Sew binding to table runner using your favorite method.

Table Runner Yardages:
Fabric A: FREC 209 MU ........................................1/4 yard
Fabric B: FREC 210 MU ........................................2 1/2 yards
Fabric C: FREC 212 MU ........................................1/4 yard
Fabric D: SUES 299 M ...........................................1/2 yard
Batting  .................................................................22" x 60"
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1.  Sew one 8 1/4" B triangle to opposite  
sides of one 7 1/2" A square centering  
triangles to square. Press toward the  
triangles (Figure 1). Repeat for remain- 
ing two sides of square. Repeat to make  
four square-in-a-square center units. 
Square up to 10 1/2".

2.  Copy foundation patterns into paper piecing paper of your 
choice. Be sure that you are able to see the fabric through 
the paper when holding up to the light. Copy eight Corner 
Foundations and eight mirror Corner Foundations.

3.  Use pieces cut from Fabrics C-E to paper piece onto 
printed foundations. Press and trim as you add each piece.  
Trim completed foundations carefully along the printed 
outer seam line. Do not remove paper yet. 

4.  Matching centers sew  
corner to the top left and  
bottom right corners of  
each side of the center  
block. Press toward the  
corners. Matching centers  
sew the mirror corner to  
the top right and bottom  
left corners of each side  
of the center block. Press  
toward the corners. Sew Corners and Mirror Corners 
together with a final mitered seam matching seam lines. 
Remove paper. 

Finishing:
Pillowcase-style finishing 
1.  Place backing right side up, placemat right side down with 

14 1/2" x 20 1/2" batting rectangle on top. Pin well around 
edges. Starting at center of bottom edge, sew around sides 
pivoting at each corner. Stop leaving an opening large 
enough to turn placemat right side out. To reduce bulk at 
corners, cut corners of seam allowance at an angle about 
1/4" away from stitched corner. Turn layers right sides out 
and push corners out to create squared corners. Press 
well turning in edges of opening as you press. Pin opening 
closed and topstitch around all edges of placemat 1/8" from 
outer edge. Repeat for all placemats. Quilt along seam 
lines if desired.

Bound-edge placemats
1.  Cut a piece of batting approximately 16" x 21". Place back-

ing right side down, batting and placemat right side up. Pin 
well and quilt along seam lines or use an overall quilting 
design. Trim layers even with placemat squaring corners. 
Repeat for all placemats. Prepare binding using 2 1/2" 
F strips. Sew binding to placemats using your preferred 
method.

Placemat Yardages: (makes four placemats)

Fabric A: FREC 209 MU ........................................1/2 yard
Fabric B: FREC 213 MU ........................................1/3 yard
Fabric C: CWEA 200 W .........................................1 yard
Fabric D: CWEA 200 Y ..........................................5/8 yard
Fabric E: SUES 299 P............................................1/2 yard
Fabric F: SUEB 300 F (optional binding) ..............2/3 yard
Batting: four 14 1/2" x 20 1/2" OR 16" x 21" rectangles
Backing: (FREC 214 P suggested) .....................1 1/4 yards
Additional supplies: Paper piecing foundation paper

Cutting Instructions:
Please read all instructions carefully before beginning. Strips are  
cut across the width of fabric (perpendicular to the selvages) unless 
otherwise stated. All seams are sewn with a 1/4" seam unless other-
wise stated. 

From Fabric A:
1.  Cut four 7 1/2" squares, centering a motifs within each 

square.
From Fabric B:
1.   Cut four 8 1/4" squares. Cut each square diagonally in both 

directions to yield sixteen quarter-square triangles.
From Fabric C:
1.   Cut ten 3" strips; subcut sixteen 3" x 9 1/2" rectangles 

(foundation pieces 4 and 4M) and sixteen 3" x 13"  
rectangles (foundation pieces 2 and 2M). 

From Fabric D:
1.  Cut one 4 1/2" strip; subcut eight 4 1/2" squares. Cut  

each square diagonally in half to yield sixteen half-square 
triangles (foundation pieces 5 and 5M).

2.  Cut six 2" strips; subcut sixteen 2" x 13" rectangles  
(foundation pieces 1 and 1M).

From Fabric E:
1.  Cut six 2" strips; subcut sixteen 2" x 13" rectangles  

(foundation pieces 3 and 3M).
From Fabric F:
1.  Cut eight 2 1/2" strips for optional binding.
Backing: 
1.  For pillowcase-style placemats, cut four 14 1/2" x 20 1/2" 

rectangles.
2.  For bound-edge placemats, cut yardage in half across 

width (from selvage to selvage). Cut each piece in half 
across center (parallel to selvages).

Piecing Instructions: 
Note: This project uses paper-piecing methods and assumes 
sewers understand these skills. If you are new to paper piec-
ing, please visit your local quilt shop for help or refer to a basic 
book such as Carol Doak's Easy Machine Paper Piecing. 

Make 4.
 

2. Copy foundation patterns into paper piecing paper of your choice.  Be sure that you are able to see the fabric
through the paper when holding up to the light.  Copy (8) Corner Foundations and (8) Reverse Corner
Foundations.
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4. Sew Corners to the top left and bottom right corners of each center unit.  Press toward the corners.  Sew
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to placemats using your preferred method.  
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Fabric Collection by  
Sandy Lynam Clough™  

for P&B Textiles

FREC 210 MU*

FREC 211 P FREC 212 B

*Fabrics used in quilt.
† Backing fabric.

Fresh Country

FREC 209 MU*

FREC 211 G

FREC 213 MUFREC 212 MU* FREC 214 G FREC 214 P†

CWEA 200 YCWEA 200 W* SUES 299 M* SUES 299 P

SUEB 300 F*


